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365 Meditations on the Goddess - 1 for each day of the year.

About the AuthorPaul Copan (PhD, Marquette University) is the Pledger Family Chair of
Philosophy and Ethics at Palm Beach Atlantic University. His books include The Gospel in the
Marketplace of Ideas, An Introduction to Biblical Ethics, Creation Out of Nothing, Did God
Really Command Genocide? and Holy War in the Bible. He previously served with Ravi
Zacharias International Ministries and taught at Trinity International University in Deerfield,
Illinois.Ronald K. Tacelli, S.J., is associate professor of philosphy at Boston College and has
published articles in the Public Affairs Quarterly and Downside Review. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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365 Days of Meditation of the Goddessby Mata Enzer Copyright 2016 — The way to read this
book: This is a series of 365 meditations on the Goddess—one for each day of the year. It is
best to read them in sequence, one a day. Some are easy to understand and some are quite
difficult. Some are simply truths about the Goddess and the spiritual path while others are
actual instructions or recommendations of things to reflect upon or remember. You will get the
most out of this book if you use it as a daily meditative devotional. Blessed be and enjoy. Day
1 You are beginning a journey but remember: every moment is new. Every moment is fresh. If
you see it as such, you will never fail to make progress. Day 2 When you see the world today,
remember that every color, every shade, every shape, shadow and light has been uniquely
crafted by the Goddess. Never forget this. Day 3 You are the radiance of eternity—your body
and mind, soul, flesh and spirit. Reflect on this today. Day 4 Nothing is as beautiful as the
sweetness of an encounter with her light. Day 5 The world is here to be known. You, also, are
here to be known. All things flow on waves of knowledge—but the energy behind them,
pushing them forward, is love. Day 6The truth can be known in an instant—simply be silent
enough to hear it, silent enough to see. Day 7 The Goddess is imageless. When you see
images passing through your eyes today, remember her as the imageless awareness upon
which they shine. Day 8 Learn to embrace divine love in every act. Learn to see it and feel it
every word you say and every thought you think. Experience the entire world as this love and
be free. Day 9 The Goddess is beauty—the beauty of all things, and more. Meditate on this
today. Day 10 See the love of the Goddess everywhere, filling and moving all things. Day
11 Feel the presence of the Goddess inside your mind, your body, the world you see—in all
places, at all times. Day 12 There is a part of you that is free even now. Never forget this. Day
13 Every moment of every day can be a prayer if only you allow it to your soul. Day 14 Love is
the energy of the universe. Feel it inside you. See it everywhere you turn. Day 15 Everything is
continually being refreshed and reborn in the Goddess. As you go about your day, see this. Day
16 The body and mind are separate in terms of themselves, but one in terms of the Goddess,
for she is the reality of all things. Reflect on this today. Day 17 Life passes into life. There is no
death. Remember this. Day 18 Your hands are always filled with the energy of infinity, and your
voice speaks by virtue of the same Goddess who spoke all the worlds into being. There is
nothing to fear. Day 19 Wisdom is not as important as love, for where love is, wisdom will soon
follow. Day 20 We are here to reflect the Goddess. Today, no matter what you do, no matter
what you think, and no matter what you say, remember this.
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here to be known. All things flow on waves of knowledge—but the energy behind them,
pushing them forward, is love. Day 6The truth can be known in an instant—simply be silent
enough to hear it, silent enough to see. Day 7 The Goddess is imageless. When you see
images passing through your eyes today, remember her as the imageless awareness upon
which they shine. Day 8 Learn to embrace divine love in every act. Learn to see it and feel it
every word you say and every thought you think. Experience the entire world as this love and
be free. Day 9 The Goddess is beauty—the beauty of all things, and more. Meditate on this
today. Day 10 See the love of the Goddess everywhere, filling and moving all things. Day
11 Feel the presence of the Goddess inside your mind, your body, the world you see—in all
places, at all times. Day 12 There is a part of you that is free even now. Never forget this. Day
13 Every moment of every day can be a prayer if only you allow it to your soul. Day 14 Love is
the energy of the universe. Feel it inside you. See it everywhere you turn. Day 15 Everything is
continually being refreshed and reborn in the Goddess. As you go about your day, see this. Day
16 The body and mind are separate in terms of themselves, but one in terms of the Goddess,
for she is the reality of all things. Reflect on this today. Day 17 Life passes into life. There is no
death. Remember this. Day 18 Your hands are always filled with the energy of infinity, and your
voice speaks by virtue of the same Goddess who spoke all the worlds into being. There is
nothing to fear. Day 19 Wisdom is not as important as love, for where love is, wisdom will soon
follow. Day 20 We are here to reflect the Goddess. Today, no matter what you do, no matter
what you think, and no matter what you say, remember this. Day 21 The beginning and the end
are one infinity and you are that same light. Day 22 There is a deep stillness in all motion.
Learn to recognize this and, in your recognition, be free. Day 23 When you enjoy something, let
it be an act of worship. Do this today. Day 24 The entire cosmos is reflected in every particle,
always. Remember this today. Day 25 Walk like you need to and love how you want. You are
under the blessings of the Goddess by the mere fact of being alive—don't waste your time in
doubt. You do know where to go. Day 26 Your soul is always still, held deep in the truth of the
Goddess. The world may seem to be in constant motion, but know this: the eyes that see it
have never moved. Day 27 Like water, everything is in a perpetual flow. Nothing remains for
very long—nothing, that is, but love. Day 28 The world is always alive in truth, as are you. Find
this truth today. Day 29 All things grow. Even death is part of growth. And there is no true end.
Remember this. Day 30 There is always a place within you where you are in touch with reality,
no matter how much your imaginings and delusions seem to cover it up. Remember this.
Sometimes just knowing it is there is all you need. Day 31 In eternity, everything is exactly as it
is now: growing into greater light. Day 32 Do not be afraid to ask for simple things of the
Goddess. If she is everything, she is also what seems small. Still, want her first. Those who
have her have everything. Day 33 Your reality and her reality are one truth: the deepest core of
her essence is, even now, peering out your eyes. Day 34 Let your feeling of self fade into her
full, perfect and endless sea. Day 35 So long as time exists, things will take time. Do not be
impatient. Day 36 Desire her. Let that desire carry you home. 
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Kelsue, “Meditation. This is a great way to meditate on the love of the Goddess.”

The book by Rudolf Steiner has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 7 people have provided feedback.
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